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Now you have to get an ereader without light 

not linked to a website. 

These book's articles are under free license 

CREATIVE COMMON by SA. You can redistribute 

the book according to the license quoting the 

author and his archive.org account named 

matthius, praying the book too.

I argue that we quote two sources making one 

work. This is to define the dialogue or dialogues 

with people whom created a book. It is a passion 

about listening to Christian radios that drives me 

to define God, after my reappropriation of the 

Christian religion. The Christianity of Charles 

urged me to become a Christian again, to 

improve myself. Then Grace's conversion allowed 

me to continue the book. I try in this book to 

create a path to answer questions about religion.

Good reading...

Phone: 33 2 23 46 06 54

Authoring Notes
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The best way to explain the spiritual 

transformation is to explain a reconversion 

course. At first, I did not believe in God. But I 

was just wondering if it existed without finding 

answers. The beginning of my journey seeking 

God begins with scientific brainstorimg. Indeed, 

it is explained to me that to think scientifically is 

to emit hypotheses, to test them, including with 

the others, then we emits a higher hypothesis, 

which includes the other hypotheses. It has been 

explained to me that Plato has defined this 

scientific thinking.

With this truth's research, I use Plato to 

establish my truth's path. I then explain the 

experience of the balls' chaos that move in every 

directions. I am told that it is impossible for 

them to organize themselves. I find this valuable 

and therefore agrees that someone is trying to 

organize molecules that move in every 

directions. It's about souls.

Then I read Leibniz' monadology. It explains 

that there is a infinity's notion in life, because it 

is impossible for two living beings to exactly 

equal each other, even the twins. Indeed, there 

I Did Not Believe in God.
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are heat differences between twins. The monads 

explain both the nerves and the soul, which gives 

something magical to leibnizian science.

Then, I believe that hell does not exist, so that 

paradise does not exist. But I can not find any 

answer about the life's meaning. If someone 

created us, it's good for us to go somewhere. I 

believe in heaven. I only wonder if souls can be 

recycled, as I thought before. I thought it less 

and less. Now, I tell myself that some souls will 

be restored to another universe.
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I created coaching with a book pedagogy from 

2006, also called Scientific Coaching by 

Solutions, when i wrote How to write stories in 

french. On 2012, it has reviewed quickly an 

international newspaper pedagogy, after helping 

myself them after.

While writing about Henry Charles Carey 

books, on 2014, a just written analysis about 

oportunity to create local banks in France, used 

by Alexandre Jardin next month to create banks.

I was also creating a book to become creative. 

So all of these news interested Mathieu Sommet. 

So 40 000 youngs followed my articles this year 

begining, and 20 000 youngs followed Espace des 

Sciences, where i was viewed. That's the archived 

followers' beginning.

My pedagogy to learn clarinet from flute is 

used by a newspaper, also read regularly next.

I also reviewed Henry Charles Carey on 

wikipedia. After that, Quebec followed by USA 

diffused old thesis about this famous and hidden 

economics' scientist.

On 2017, after understanding kids while 

pholophizing with a few, i have written Economy 

for Kids and for Infants in french.

On 2018, an article to create a right to genius 

Being Hacked is Granting Me
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law, has created a truth research for kids. So, 

Fidelity to Mayenne Radio has explained that on 

2019 or before.

On 2018 too, an article about some souls for 

universe, from Kepler, made me write about a 

time linked to soul theory, which explains 

beginning of life. So Aurélien Barrau spoken 

about that after, on 2018 and 2019.

When i wrote about radioactivity or waves 

creating material, a news that was erased from 

privatised NASA website, David Elbaz reacted to 

that after on 2019, explaining that material was 

created.

You can find my free ebooks and last proofs on 

archive.org, linking to web.archive.org. I am also 

happy to discover near me friendly and creative 

politics with kids like Geneviève on 

mediaparks.fr, some that thanks me like Nathalie 

Appéré and economics' kids in my city.
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From Same Writer

Economy for Kids

Economy for Infants

Economics' Jobs Ethics

Become a Genius

How to Write Stories

Why Is There a God ?

Explaining Christ

On economychild.com, 

economyinfant.com, ethicsjob.com, 

riseagenius.com, howwrite.net, 

whyagod.com, bechrist.net.

Visible at archive.org and livrels.org.
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Matthiew GIROUX knows that intelligence and 

happiness are found while seeking for truth. This 

truth's research makes it possible to find a child's 

joy, a joy that becomes the our happiness' flame, 

to create every day. Our mind can only grow if it 

has found answers to its questions.

Thus, after writing poems to understand his 

emotions, news to narrate with poetry, it was a 

book on writing that engaged him to train 

others, for his greatest happiness. A second 

coaching book on creativity was born.

This book, Christian, is made for healthy 

people or people wanting to become one. There 

is in this book a desire to flourish and to 

transmit. It can also please those whom want to 

grow, later or now. It helps to explain life.

Computer scientist and public writer, but also 

economist of the real economy, you have or will 

have new dense and meaningful works, so that 

you too become ingenious and philosophical. 

This is a few simple but useful daily steps of 

reading and writing.

The book is on www.archive.org with the 

account matthius. The sources used are Radio 

Authors' Biography
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Fidélité Mayenne, French Christian Radio and 

Solidarity and Progress.
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The goal of this preface is to summarize the 

book, so that the different scientific questions 

are posted from the beginning. This allows you 

to seek the truth, reading the book, for your 

greatest happiness.

First of all, it is impossible to organize balls 

that go in every directions. Yet that's life does. 

The universe can create life, unless it is a God. In 

the same way, individuals are the cells of the 

body society, just as societies are tissues, or jobs 

are specialized cells.

Thus the universe is organized. Enstein said 

that it is impossible to organize an explosion, 

which the universe did. The universe should have 

a soul. The lesser action's work of light would 

confirm this soul. So gravity works in a vacuum. 

It also confirms a soul that would be gravity, in 

another universe, to also direct the light.

So we can think that God would be a soul, 

which would create other souls, including ours 

and those of the universe, larger. Indeed, Luc 

Montagnier, the discoverer of AIDS, was able to 

recreate DNA from microwaves of our body. 

Where would these microwaves come from? Of 

the soul, no doubt, of another world surely.

Our mind was designed to seek the truth. 

When we are in joy, it is because we have 

Preface
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discovered a truth. If we give ourselves pleasure, 

in the short term often, it is not as happy as a 

joy, because the joy will return in us, different, 

while the pleasure will be forgotten, similar. This 

explains that our mind is not born with chance. 

We are created to seek the truth.

A body that has cancer, certainly due to the 

environment, requires external intervention to 

be cured. In the same way, society should also 

require external intervention, when human 

society is disorganized. It is the role of the Holy 

Spirit whom speaks to us, as with the Secrets of 

Fatima, as with Jesus Christ.

The gospels, certainly reworked, went against 

every established current laws. These gospels, if 

we respect them, should make us a saint. Jesus 

Christ came to Earth to make us Saints, because 

he even said that we should join him, if we were 

seeking the truth, if we believed in God, if we 

were charitable, which is according to him the 

most difficult to achieve. For simplicity, we will 

join God if we are righteous.

Lourdes shows that there remains on Earth a 

Holy Spirit. Indeed, doctors can not explain the 

miracles of Lourdes. On the other hand, the Holy 

Spirit acts only in one place, as Jesus has shown, 

having also lived into the center of three 
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continents, because it seems that every soul can 

act only towards a single objective, including 

God.

Here are 

children 

of 

Fatima.

The 

chaos 

goals, 

with Karl 

Marx 

and the 

liberal 

order, 

were 

revealed 

in 

Fatima.
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Seeking the Truth
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We do not know why there is life. If life is a 

material's organization, we do not know why 

society is organized. The why is therefore a 

question that directs our will to live.

Seeking the truth helps to find happiness. Our 

mind is satisfied with the truth. That's how we 

were all designed. Those who repress the truth 

are unhappy. To seek the truth is to understand 

how the world works.

At the beginning we look for different truths. 

We are dissatisfied to switch from one to the 

other. Then we are interested in a truth that 

clashes our life because it challenges us. So we 

rise hypotheses while seeking our truth. We seek 

our truth with our friends to find our happiness. 

Then, one day, our soul stands out. Also, Then, 

one day, our soul answers us. So, we ask to find 

the truth to catch mankind's happiness. We are 

looking for the truth through meditation and 

dialogue.

We are made to solve problems. To be afraid of 

problems is not to be prepared to find the 

solution. It's normal to be afraid of problems. But 

seeking the truth makes it possible to quickly 

find the solutions, to no longer be afraid of 

Why to Seek the Truth?
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others, by dialogue, meditating.

Intuition gives us knowledge. Sometimes it 

surprises us, if we listen. Intuition helps us to 

solve our truth's research. It's about using 

intuition to transform more easily. Answering his 

intuition can be fulfilled for his happiness and 

that of others.

So, sometimes, we wonder how we could, so 

easily, find a solution to such complex problems. 

God may have helped us.

So, we can reach the truth a while. We will 

have awakened our senses. It's not God's truth, 

which only God knows about. It can be a human 

Look and dialogue 

around when you walk, 

to guess truths ...
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